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"My Feet Hurt" Rinox Pavers provides innovative solutions to concrete pavers surrounding pools

Rinox Pavers, manufacturer of interlocking concrete paving stones and modular block retaining walls,
launches new product to provide a cooler slip resistant surface surrounding pools.

Aug. 30, 2010 - PRLog -- “My Feet Hurt”

How many times have you heard your family and friends complain about bare feet on the hot surfaces
surrounding pools?  I know I have.  Children seem to be the most vocal about the discomfort but even the
toughest adults do the “hot foot tip-toe dance” (this dance reminds me of John Candy in “Summer Rental”
carrying the cooler across the hot sand).  The issue is normally resolved by splashing pool water on the
surface, running fast into the pool, or watering the area down with a garden hose.  These are all temporary
fixes and it often minimizes the entertaining area that is hot until the sun changes position.

Here at Rinox, we have identified the issues and invested into the research and development of our new
product line and colors.   We designed a beautiful, large stone patio system, named Arizona, which is
specifically engineered and manufactured to optimize your pool and backyard landscape experience.  This
product gives your patio and pool deck an uncompromised distinction of class and beauty with four
different-sized stones all with their own unique stone texture.  The stone surface and edges of the Arizona
patio pavers are designed with a smooth, subtle transition making them pleasant to walk on while
maintaining the elegance of natural stone.  The secret to the colors available in the Arizona patio paver are
the proprietary blend of raw materials and the manufacturing processes.  Two colors specifically have been
tested for their SRI (Solar Reflectivity Index) value and have been proven to be up to three times cooler
than competitive surfaces.  This is not only cooler on the feet but it is also more environmentally friendly.
 Projects using materials with higher SRI values help minimize the Heat Island Effect.  

The Arizona patio pavers are also slip resistant and will maintain a safer surface as people to enjoy the pool.
 Alternate surfaces comprised of polished natural stone or common clay bricks can become slippery when
water is applied causing a greater concern for safety.

To learn more about the benefits of the Arizona patio paver by Rinox, please log on to 
http://www.rinoxpavers.com. From there you will be able to locate a Rinox authorized hardscape dealer and
research products including interlocking concrete paving stones, patio pavers, retaining walls and a
collection of distinctive hardcape and masonry products.  Rinox manufactures their concrete products in
Douglassville, PA, and supplies local authorized distributors throughout Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New
York, Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia.   

Ira Vosper
Rinox Pavers
23 Quarry Road - Douglassville, PA 19518
http://www.rinoxpavers.com
info@rinoxpavers.com
610-323-6600

# # #

Rinox has been helping make dreams come true for nearly a decade. Its high-quality pavers, retaining wall
systems and masonry products grace private homes and commercial settings throughout the northeastern
United States and eastern Canada. 
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Our products create distinction through eye-catching landscape projects that are inspired by the beauty and
elegance of natural stone. 

Rinox products are distributed exclusively through authorized dealers. We offer the style and opulence of
natural stone without potential inconsistencies in dimension or color range – the perfect marriage of form
and function guaranteed to turn heads and last a lifetime. http://www.rinoxpavers.com
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